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I. Introduction 

With the turn of 1969*, 300 years have passed away since the Natural a'id Political Ob-

se,~vations ,nede upon the Bills of Mortality by J . Graunt (1620-74) was published in Eng-

land in 1662. As is well known, this work has widely been regarded, especially in its close 

relationship with the Political Arithmetic expounded by Sir W. Petty (1623-87) in the 70's 

of the 17th century, as one of the fountainheadsl from which modern statistics originated. 

It is commonly held that modern statistics has two other sources of no less importance, 

namely the Staatenkunde initiated by H. Conring (1606-81) in Germany and the theory of 

probability developed by B. Pascal (1623-6_9), Ch. Huygens (1629-g5), etc, in France and 

the Netherlands . A particularly noteworthy fact is that these academic achievements were 

also accomplished in the middle of the 17th century.2 Thus, it may safely be said that the 

year 1962 marks also the 300th anniversary of the birth of modern statistics. ' 
These three origins of modern statistics, be it noted, were born and developed not in 

one and the same but in widely different social environments. Moreover, they have not al-

ways been accorded equal weight as the sources of modern statistics even when all three of 

* The writer wishes to ex.'press his sincerest thanks to many scholars and librarians abroad for their 

generous help and to his colleagues at the Institute of Econonric Research, Hitotsubashi University, and 

to a number of his friends for their valuable suggestions and kind help in reading French, Italian and 

Russian literatures in the course of preparing this paper; and to Mr. M, Yoshizawa, a friend of his, 

who translated this paper into English. 

l It goes without saying that, as pointed out by a number of research workers, statistical surveys and 

practices by the governments of modern states must also be regarded as another origin of modern 
statistics. 

-" Conring started his lecture on "notitia rerumpublicartim" at Academia Julia (Helmstedt University) 

in 1660. (V. John. Geschichte der Statistik. Stuttgart, 1884. p. 68.) Pascal's contribution to the theory 

(if probability was inseparably connected with studies by P. de Fermat (1601-65): their achievements 

were developed in 1654. Huygens' first work on the same subject was published three years later or 
in 1657. Cf. I. Todhunter. A history of the mathe'natical theory of probability fronl thc time of 
Pascal to that of Laplace. Cambrige and London, 1863. p. 7-8, 2-9. 
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them were accepted as such. 

As will be explained later, some scholars studying the history of statistics would not 

consider the Staatenkunde as an origin of statistics, and others are inclined to disregard the 

theory of probability. There is no denying the fact, however, that Graunt's Observations 

has long been recognized, ever since the mid-19th century, as a pioneering contribution to 

the establishment of modern statistics, regardless of I~~-hat standpoint historians or statisticians 

might take. 

What is attempted here is actually to go beyond this and ask a question: Granted that 

the Observations marks the origin of modern statistics, does its significance lie therein only 

and nothing more? 
The reason why modern statistics has been considered as originating, among others. 

from the Observations, no matter how this science itself might be defined, can easily be 

found in the fact that in this book Graunt made quantitative observations of social phe-

nomena, clarified the quantitative relations among them and derived some quantitative regu-

larities in their occurrences and sequences. His observations were really the first achieve-

ment, in the academic history, on the way toward quantification of social phenomena, and 

this is no doubt the most salient feature of his work. 

In splte of this, the writer cannot help raising the above question after having analyzed 

carefully the whole contents of Graunt's "natural and political observations", and especially 

in view of the fact that the Observations was actually a joint product with Petty and that it 

had something important to do with the birth and growth of Petty's Political Arithmetic 

and the labour theory of value which underlay the latter's whole theoretical structure. The 

ultimate aim of this paper is to make an inquiry, if not a conclusive one, into this question, 

and the writer hopes that this will prove a fruirful attempt to reconsider the significance for 

us of the Observations on the occasion of the 300th anniversary of its publication. 

With this in mind, the writer proposes first of all briefly to trace the evaluations of the 

Observations for the past ten decades from the middle of the 19th century up to the present 

and, on the basis of such a historical survey, carefully to analyze and examine the whole 

contents of the Observations and its relations with Petty>s Political Arithmetic. 

II. A historical SutVey of eValuations of the Observations 

To trace historically the interpretations and evaluations in the past century of the Ob-

se,'11,'ations is tantamount to making a survey of the history of studies on Graunt and his 

work.3 Furthermore, it naturally provides us with a history of statistics itself as Graunt is 

widely recognized as one of the most influential founders of modern statistics. Almost the 

same may well be said of any classical work in every field, but in the case of the Observa-

tions there still remains unsolved one delicate problem, namely the long-pending controversy 

over the authorship of this work. In a word, the question is: Who really wrote it. Graunt 

or Petty? ~~rho played an essential role in completing it if it was really their joint work? 

This problem has been discussed again and again since the middle of the 19th century. 

3 This is particularly the case because Graunt was really "a writer of one book". Besldes the 
Obse'~'ations, he wrote two or three essays, but almost all of them have been lost. 
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The authorship dispute actually gives us a side glimpse into history of modern statistics, 

for to raise the question of which author provided the most essential contribution to the 

Obse'-vations implies an issue of greater impor~ance; namely: what is the true essence of 

this pioneer-work and how should it be evaluated by us? Thus, the writer proposes to 

summarize in the following the past evaluations of the Observations as well as the authorship 

co ntroversy . 4 

It is from the 30's to the 50's of the 19th century that the Observations came to be re-

cognized for the first time as one of the pioneering works in the field of modern statistics 
and it can be said that its evaluation by L.A.J. Quetelet (1835, 1846) and C.G.A. Knies (1850j 

played a key role in this respect.5 In those decades, be it noted, Quetelet's statistics based 

upon mechanical materialism and the theory of probability began to bring about far-reaching 

'fi In uence all over the European countries; modern statistics gradually established itself in 

academic circles; and official statistical surveys were conducted and developed, with a view to 

confirming the law of large numbers on the basis of organized mass observations, by govern-

ments of various countries where industrial capitalism had made notable strides. 

Just at that juncture, a controversy in the strict sense of the term first broke out 

concerning the authorship 0L the Observations as it was initiated by J.R. McCulloch in 
1845. It may well be said that the time was ripe, with the establishment and development 
Of modern statistics, for an earnest inquiry into the question of a pioneer of this discipline. 

Why then did the Observations come to be regarded as a fountainhead of modern 
statistics? This is because Graunt first carried out the quantitative study of social 
(population) phenomena and derived from them quantitative regularities upon which the law 

of large numbers was to be built up, although he might have been unaware of such a law. 

His contribution in this respect was really of great importance. Moreover, Petty's Political 

Arithmetic was highly appreciated mainly because it applied Graunt's method of research 

extensively to economic phenomena-i.e. because the development from Graunt to Petty 
marked the progress from vital statistics to economic statistics. In contrast, the Conring-

Achenwall's Staatenkunde, "Universit~tsstatistik" as it was called, failed to give proper 

weight to quantitative observations, and thus it came to lose much of its significance as a 

source of modern statistics. On the other hand, the theory of probability, developed in 

France, the Netherlands and Belgium, gradually came to occupy the spotlight. 

In and after the latter half of the 19th century, particularly after the panic of 1873 

about when the capitalist system is said to have advanced into the stage of Imperialism, 

statistical studies in Europe were featured by the spread of Quetelet's influence; a school of 

4 As for the interpretations of Political Arithmetic, refer to the writer's article "Five periods of study 

in the history of statistics" (TH:E ECONOMIC REVIEW, Vol_ 12. No. 2, April 1961); and concerning 
the authorship dispute, to his "Historical survey of J. Graunt's Observations, its social basis, methods 

and controversial prob]ems" (Ditto. Vol. 7, No. 2. April 1956). These two previous a ers are summa 

rized in the following. P P . -
5 As for the evaluations of the Obs(i'-vatio"s previous to the days of Quetelet, refer to the writer's 

papers mentioned in the preceding note. It is quite well known that J.P. Stissmilch highly praised 
Graunt's deduction of the quantitative regu]arities and compared it to the Columbus' discovery of the 

American Co t' t It must be noted however that G. Achenwall a contemporary of Sussmilch and n Inen . , , , a founder of the "Universitatsstatistik", interpreted the method of the English Political Arithmetic as 

"mathematischer Beweis" or "a p,-iol~t" demonstration. Cf. G. Achenwal]. Dle Staatsklugheit nach ih,-en 

ersten G1-undsdtzen e"ttc'o'fa'n. 2. Ausg. Gbttingen, 1763. Vorrede, SS 20-24. 
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"Sozialstatistik'> was established in Germany, and so-called "Methodiker" gained ground in 

England and the United States. And it was in this period that the reference frame for the 

history of statistical studies was more or less clearly formulated. Taking the initiative in 

this direction was A.H.G. Wagner who in 1867 completed his history of statistics (in 
Deutsches Staats-Wdrterbuch, 10. Bd.) under an extremely strong influence of Quetelet and 

in compliance with Knies' evaluation of the Political Arithmetic. In Wagner's opinion, the 

Staatenkunde was nothing more than a pre-historic endeavour, as it were, and the course 
of normal development indigenous to statistics followed tlle Graunt-Petty-Halley-Stissmilch-

Quetelet genealogy. The history of statistics along this line was no doubt a genealogical 

description of statistical methods written from the standpoint of modern statistics established 

by Quetlet, but historical thinking of this sort prevailed from the latter half of the 19th 

century to the World War I among a numb f holars in the field in England France, 
Italy and Russia,G not to mention the "Sozialstatistiker"? of Germany who took the greatest 

interest in the history of statistics in those days. 

It is of great signiflcance that a conclusion compatible with the reference frame, 

mentioned above, was finally reached as regards the protracted controversy over the author-

ship of the Obse'~vations toward the end of the 19th century and thus the dispute appeared 

to come to an end. The one who gave finishing touches to this conclusion was none other 

tllan Professor C.H. Hull, editor of The Economic Writings of Sil- William Petty (1899). 

Hrs vlew may be summarized as follows: 1) Nerther Graunt nor Petty lvas the "exclusl~e 

author", 2) but the "essential and valuable part" was written by Graunt (i.e. the quantita-

tive relations and regularities found by means of the persistent and extremely cautious 
methods of observation should be credited to him), and, therefore, 3) Graunt was the author 

of the Observati0'Is "in every proper sense".8 
While studies in the history of statistics were thus being formalized, a school of differ-

ent strand appeared in those decades, incorporating the history of statistics into that of 

mathematics, the theory of probability in particular, or even disregarding the history of 

statistics altogether. Especially conspicuous was the mathematical inclination of A.L. Bowley 

(1901), G.U. Yule (1911) and other "Methodiker". This tendency, needless to say, synchro-

nized or coincided with the universal application of mathematical methods to both natural 

and social sciences. 
Studies in the history of statistics during the inter-war years turned out to be quite 

similar in nature to those in the preceding decades in that emphasis was placed on the 
methodological development. In this period the "Sozlalstatrsttker" In Germany liquidated 

themselves'9 i.e. they brought themselves nearer to the camp of the "Methodiker" (the 

6 The authors 11'hose studies in the history of statistics the writer was able to survey are as follows 

(classified by country): Germany-A.G. Wagner (1867), A. v. Oettingen (1868-73), A. Oncken (1870), 
M. Haushofer (1872), G.F. Knapp (1874), J.E. Wapp~us (1881), V. John (1884), A. Meitzen (1886). W. 
Lexis (HdSt. 1894, 1901, 1911), G. v. Mayr (1895), J. Conrad (1900), and G. Schnapper-Arndt (1908); 
England-W. Hooper (Ency. Brit. 1887, 1911); France-M. Block (1878), and E. Levasseur (1889-9-9); 
Italy-A. Gabaglio (1880); Russia-rO.a. ~HcoH (1879), and H. NIHKJra~reBcKifi (aHU:H. CJloB. 1901). 

7 V. John's Geschichte (1884), which is widely considered as the best historical sketch of statistics, is 

essentially written along this line. 
8 C.H. Huli. Introduction. p. Iii-liii. (The ec0'10'nic -~vriting.- of Si,' W'illia"I I)etty. 9- vols. Cambridge, 

1899.) 
9 R. Ohashi. Shakaikagakuteki Tokeishiso no A'clfu (in Japanese. The gencalog)' of scientlfic thoughts 

in the socio-eco'ro'nic statistics). Kyoto, 1961, p. 26-41. 
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mathematical school) in England, the United States, etc. As the mathematical school steadily 

gained influence, the orthodox school of studies in the history of statistics lost ground and, 

still worse, the history of statistics itself gradually fell into oblivion. To say the least, an 

increasing number of schoiars came to lose much of their interest in the history of statistics. 

For all this, however, it is significant that the interest in, and evaluations of, the Obsel~va-

tions continued unchanged.10 

Toward the end of 19_20's, however, the authorship dispute became hotter than ever due 

mainly to the publication in 19_27 of The Petty Papers and in 1928 of The Petty-Southwell 

Cor'-espondence in which "we now see him [Petty] in a new light".ll Heated discussions 

lvere exchanged mostly bet~veen the Marquis of Lansdowne, Petty's descendant who edited 

these books, and Professor M. Greenwood, Honorary Secretary of the Royal Statistical 

Society. Professor Greenwood supported basically the opinion of Professor Hull, referred to 

earlier, while on the other hand the Marquis of Lansdowne asserted that the Observations 

lvas Petty's own work "in 'all essential respects"I"~ on the ground that the essence of this 

classical publication did consist not in the figures and tables contained in it but in the de-

ductions and observations derived from them. The controversy in this period, ho~vever, 
failed to come to any conclusion. It may be said after all, as Professor S. Kuruma aptly 
stated it, that the authorship dispute "depends upon the difference of opinions about where-

in the true value of the Observations lies".13 In one word, it hinges on the divergence of 

views concerning the nature and significance of modern statistics. 

Concerning studies in the history of statistics since the end of the World War II, it is 

not easy for the writer to give even a summary, much less to make a comprehensive analysis; 

but on the basis of what little literature he has been able to survey, he may mention the 

following trends of study and research : namely, 1) In England, the United States and other 

capitalist countries where the "Methodiker" have been in the majority, research activities 

have been concentrated upon practical mathematical theories and techniques, sampling in 

particular, whereas almost no serious attempt has been made in the field of studies in the 

history of statistics. It goes without saying that this tendency has been closely connected 

with the ever-¥videning popularity of modern economics, especially econometrics, which em-

ploys mathematical methods as a main tool of research_14 2) In West Germany and Austria, 

ro The authors whose studies in the history of statistics the writer was able to survey are as follol~'s 
(classified by country): Germany-F. ~i~ek (1921). C. v. Tyszka (1924), F. Zahn (19_95), and P. Flaskamper 

(1944); U.S.A.-H.M. Walker (19~_9), and W.F. Willcox (Selig,,ran's Ency. 1937); Italy-L. Galvani (Enci. 
Ital. 1937); Denmark-H. Westergaard (1932). It is quite natural that in his "Historlcal Note", Pro-
fessor R.A. Fisher (1925) made only a cursory sketch of the history of the theory of probability, for 
he states that "statistics is essentially a branch of applied mathematics". A.W. Flux (E,tc_v. Br!t. 1929) 
almost utterly disregarded the history of statistics. Westergaard's book (1932) was exceptional in nature 

among various works wntten in this period by the "Methodiker". 
-11 L. Hogben (Ed.), Political /11-ithlnetic, a sy'lrposiu'n ofpopulation studies. London, 1938. p. 23. 

12 Marquis of LansdovL'ne (Ed.), The Petty Papers. London, 1927. Vol. II, p. 28-9. Among various 
matters brought to light in the course of this dispute, it is most noteworthy that the well-known life 
table (Obsc'-vatiolls, Chapt. XI), which had long been regarded as having been prepared by Graunt. 
~~'as credited to Petty as the result of Professor Willcox's inquiries. Cf. M. Greenwood, Il[edt~al statistics 
fro'n Graunt to Fa"". Cambridge, 1948. p. 38-39. 

Is S. Kuruma, his Japanese trans]ation of the Obse'~'ations. Tokyo. 1941. Explanatorv postscript. 
p. 49-7. 

14 In his Histo'y of eco"o"'ic a'lalysis (New York; 1954), though it does not present a history of 
statistics, Professor J.A. Schumpeter evaluates the Obse'~'ations as "a fountainhead of modern de-
mography" and, interestlngly enough, regards Graunt and Petty as pioneers of econometrics. Ibid.. 
p. 209-212. 
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capitalist countries as they are, the tradition of the "Sozialstatistik" has been preserved, and 

some scholars have been studying the history of statistics as one of their main subJects. But 

their methods of research are methodological in nature, and they evaluate the Obse'~vations 

as a pioneering work of modern statistics as was the case with their prewar predecessors. 

It is to be noted, however, that they are adopting such new methods as to connect as closely 

as possrble the progress of statistics with that of other related sciences from the widest 

possible point of view,15 and that they are trying hard to grow out of the conventional way 

of historical thinking.16 3) In the Soviet Union, East Germany and other socialist countries, 

studies in the history of statistics are featured by one characteristic approach: namely, in 

general the progress of statistics is being studied in close connection wrth the hlstorical de-

velopment of society, and in particular Petty's Political Arithmetic in connection wlth eco-

nomics.17 Here, too, the Observations is regarded as one of the valuable fountainheads, but 

the methods of study employed differ wrdely from those adopted for methodological research 

In the pre-war times.18 
The authorship of the Obsert,ati0'Is has not been discussed in earnest since the war's 

termination. But there have been published some notable works referring to this academic 

Issue. As far as the writer knows, opimon is apparently galnlng momentum that this sta-

tistical classic Is a Joint work of Graunt and Petty In the strict sense of the word,19 Un-

fortunately, hov,'ever, the nature and extent of their collaboration, wherein the writer believes 

one of the masterkeys for proper evaluation of this work really lies, has not yet been studied 

mtensively enough nor clarified to the point of solution. 

The foregoing historical summary of various evaluations and interpretations since the 

middle of the 19th century presents us not so much a conclusion as a continulng query: 
Does the significance of the Obse'-vations lie only in its being a forerunner of modern sta-

tistics? Let us now turn'our attention to what is really contained in it and lvhat signlfi-

cance it can claim for us? 

III. Contents and Significance of the ObServations 

The full title of the first edition is as follows: 

15 Cf. C. Lorenz, Fo'~schu'lgslehre de',' Sozialstatlstik. Berlin, 1951. Dltto, Gesch]chte der Statistik. 

(HdSte'. 15. L. 1957.) 
Is Cf. F. Klezl-Norberg. Allge""einc .~'lethocJe"'!e'hlle dc'- Statistik. 2. Aufl ¥Vien, 1946_ Also P 

Flaskamper, Allge"le'ne Stalistik. G1'u'Idl'iss der Stati.stik. Teil I. Berlin, 1944. 

17 Cf. hl.B. nTyxa, OHepKH no HCTOpHH CTaTlrcTHrcpl XVII-XVIII Be}coB MocrcBa, 1945. Ditto, 
OHepKH Ho HCTOpHH CTaTHCTHKll B CCCP. 2 ToM. MocrcBa, 1955, 1959. A BocTpHrcoBa, CTaTrlcTllKa. 
(EoJlbruaz CoBeTc}ca;1 3ruJ:HrcJroneJIH'~' 9-. kl3A. ToM. 40. Mocl(Ba, 1957.) E. Herrde u. O. Kuhn, 
G,'u'idlagen de'~ Statistik fii,- Wirtschaftle'-. Berlin, 1956. O. Lange, 7~o'~!a statJ'st_~'ki, czcit I, PWG. 

Warszawa, 195_9. (Japanese translation. Tokyo. 1954.) 
18 R. Ohashi. Gendai Tokeishiso Ron (in Japanese, Present-day stalistical thoughts). Toky-o and Kyo' 

to, 1961. It includes suggestive passages on the trend of statistical thoughts in various countries. 

19 Cf. E_ Strauss. Si,- William Petty, po'~trait of a genius. London, 1954. p. 18/~-191. H. Hart]ey 

(Ed.), The Royal Society, its origins a'Id foundelts. London, 1960, p. 86-87. Academician M.¥r. ptucha 

(M.B. nTyxa) sticks to what has been advocated by Professor Hull and by Professor Green~vood. Op. 
cit. (1945), p. 43-45. S. Kuhnis. Die wel't- u'id preistheoretische'l Ideen TVillia'n Pettys (¥Vinterthur, 

1960), also refers to thls issue. I!;id., p. 94. 
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iVatu'~al and Political / OBSERVATIONS / Mentioned in a following Index, / 

and made upon the / Bills of Mortality. / By JOHN GRAVNT, / Citizen of / 

LONDON_ . / Witll reference to the Government, Religion, T1-ade, / G/~owth, 

Ay,'e, Diseases, and the several Changes of the / said City. / Non, Ine ut 

/ LONDON, / Printed Iniretu'~ Tu'~ba, Iaboro, / Contentus paucis Lecto'-ibus 

by Tho: Royc,~oft, for John Martin. Ja7lres Allestry, / and Tho: Dicas, at 

the Sign of the Bell in St. Paul's / Church-yard, MDCLXII. 

Before explaining this lengthy title which eloquently bespeaks the author's personality 

and the contents of his lvork, Iet us see the bare outline of this first edition: it consists of 

1) two epistles, one dedicatory to Sir J. Roberts, Lord Privy Seal, and the other to Sir R. 

Moray, President of the Royal Society, -~) the 106-item "Index" indicating the "Posltions, 

Observations and Questions contained in this Discourse", 3) "The Preface by the author 
' , 6) five sorts of 4) main discu srons composed of 1~ chapters 20 5) "The Concluslon 

<'Tables", and 7) "Advertisements for the better understanding of the several Tables" The 

main text with preface is merely 74-page quarto, or "the whole Pamphlet, not two hours 

reading"21 as Graunt himself put it. 

As clearly written on the title page, Graunt was born a citizen and a merchant (haber-

dasher) of London. It is kno~vn that in his youth he devoted himself to Socinian doctrine, 

and that as Puritan he took active part in the Civil War and "served with distinction" as 

an officer of the "City train bands". It was during this period that he became acquainted 

with Petty who "had given attention to the collection and examination of statistics".22 

Probably in the days of the Commonwealth, it is surmised, Graunt started a study of mor-

tality bills rather from his own personal interest. First of all, he assiduously collected the 

Bills of Mortality in the City of London after the end of the 16th century. Then, he 
classified them by burial, christening, disease and casualty, and rearranged the itemized sta-

tistics by sex, season, parish and so forth. This enabled him to prepare several tables. 

When he examined his own "Conceits, Opinions and Conjectures" on the basis of these tables 

and further derived "reason and occasion" frcm these tabular data, he found out some "new 

ones", namely "some Truths, and not commonly-believed Opinions, to arise from my 
[Graunt's] Meditations upon these neglected Papers . '' 23 

The method of research Graunt intentionally employed in this case was none other than 

the "Mathematiques of Shop-Arithmetique",24 which ~vas characterized, among others, by 

the method of proportional estimation. His thinking and practice, there can be no doubt, 

was encouraged and supported by the Law of Nature (VIII),25 by the scientific and technical 

thought key-noting F. Bacon's Natural Philosoplly,2G and by the ideas of labour inseparably 

20 The headings of the 12 chapters are summarized as follows : namely, "Beginning and progress of 
the Bills of Mortality" for I, "General Observations upon the Casualties" for II, "Particular Casualties" 

for 111 "Plague for IV Other Obsenatrons upon the Plague and Casualtles for V "Sickliness, 
Healt~;ulness, and Fruitf~lness of Seasons" for VI, "Difference between Burials, and Christnings" for 

VII "Difference between the numbers of Males and Females for VIII "Growth of the Crt¥ for IX 
"Inequality of Parishes" for X, "Number of In~abitants" for XI, "Country Bills" for XII. ' 

21 Obse'~'ati0'Is. Epistle dedicatory to Sir J. Roberts. 

-"2 E. Fitzmaurice, The Itfe of Sil- Willia'n Pctty. London, 1895, p. 18, 180. 

23 Obsell)ations. The preface. 

24 Ibid., Epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. 

25 The Roman figures in brackets in what follows denote the numbers of chapters in the Obse'~t'atio'Is. 

26 Observatiol's. Epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. 
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connected wrth Puntamsm and enuncrated m his words, "Hands being the Father, as Lands 

are the Mother, and Womb of Wealth" (VIII) 
The "new ones" Graunt finally discovered may be divided into two major categories: 

(A) The existence of quantitative regularities in the occurence of social (population) 

phenomena, including, to mention the most important, 1) the high death rate in infancy (II), 

2) the constant ratio between deaths from specified diseases and the total mortality (II), 3) 

the seasonal variation of mortality (VII), 4) the ratio between births by sex and the total 

population by sex (VIII), 5) the death rate by age group (Life Table) (XI), and 6) the higher 

mortality in urban areas (London) than in the country (XII).27 As mentioned in the preced-

ing section, it has been well clarified and established in the course of historical studies in 

the past that the discovery of these regularities as natural law was an unprecedented achieve-

ment, initiating the later establishment of the law of large numbers. For this very reason. 

Graunt has long been regarded as one of the founders of modern statistics. But this is not 

all what he discovered. 

(B) Including the quantitative regularities, various observations by Graunt "have fallen 

out to be both Political, and Natural". "Natural" observations are concerned witll "Air, 

Countries. Seasons, Fruirfulness, Health, Diseases, Longevity, and the proportions between 

the Sex and A**es of Mankmd" and "politrcal" ones "Trade and Government".28 For 
instance, Graunt observed a close correlationship between human health and urban life: 
health greatly depends upon season and air aV. VI); the pollution of air is much worse in 

big cities (London), and this in turn is closely related with the greater amount of smoke 

coming from the rapid increase of "Sea-Coal" consumption (or the development of modern 

industry) (XII); and this phenomenon, together with the concentration of population in urban 

areas, is most responsible for the higher mortality in London (IX. XII). Furthermore, he ob-

served the relations between the fluctuations of christenings and political and religious up-

heavals and struggles (III), the life-and-occupation correlations (II), the problem of death 

from starvation ("particular casualties") in connection with the relief of the poor and the 

preservatlon of "hands" as "father of wealth" (III VIII) and so on. These observations> 

which he "happened to make" without any preoccupatron (for he "deslgned them not") 

turned out to have the "Doppelnatur",29 "natural and politrcal Thus he put these two 
epithets to the title, and dedicated his work to the President of tlle Royal Society because 

it was "natural" and to the Lord Privy Seal as it was "political".30 Needless to say, the 

"polit cal observatrons" dealt wrth vanous soclo econonuc problems croppmg up in the 

capitalist society of England which was still in its infancy in the days of the Puritan 

Revolution . 

"It rDay be now asked, to what purpose tends all this laborious buzzling, and groping? 

To know, l. The number of the people? 2. How many Males, and Females?......" In other 

27 Academician Ptucha (Ni.B, nTyxa, op. cit., 1945) points out 15 quantitatlve regularities Graunt dis-

covered in his work. Ibid., p. 33-34. 

2s Observations. Epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. 

29 V. John, op. cit. p. 171. 

30 Obse,~'ations. Epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. As is well known, upon publication of his lvork 

Graunt 11'as formally recommended by King Charles 11 himself to the membership of the Royal Societ}'. 

which had'just been founded by the Royal Charter in the same year as his work was put forth. T. 
Sprat. History of the Royal Society, ed. by J.1. Cope and H. Vl:r. Jones. London, 1959. p. 67. H. Hart]ey 

(Ed.), op. cil., p. 1. 
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l~;'ords, for what purpose is it necessary for us to make such "natural and polltical" obser-

vations? This is a key question put forth by Graunt in the opening of "The Conclusion"; 

and he h mself replied "more senously" saymg that the ultnnate aim w~as none other than 

to secure "the Foundat on or Elements" of "true Politiques" to "preserve the Subject in 

Peace and Plenty ". In his opinion, such a political foundation can be bullt up by compre-

hensive surveys of "the Land and the hands" which are, so to speak, the parents of wealth 

for any country; namely a survey of the "mtrmsrck ¥alue" (natural features, fertility in 

particular) and the "accidental or extrmsrck" value (pnce m partrcular) of the land on the 

one hand, and, on the other, a survey of the "hands" by "Sex, Age, Religion, Trade, Rank, 

or Degree, &c."31 These surveys undoubtedly constitute an integral part of a program for 

statistical surveys which any modern state needs carry out before anything else after the 

Civil Revolution as was the case with the Commonwealth Government of England. Graunt 
himself, however, initiated the quantitative observation of not both the "land and 1lands" 

but only of the latter, and found out some quantitative regularities prevailing in the vari-

ations of population (the hands). At the same time, he carne to grasp the socio-economic 

meanings underlying these regularities. Thus, he put forth his proposal for "true Polittques 

m "The Conclusion". In one word, his "natural and politrcal observatlons" cr)stalized 

themselves into two basic categories: "the land and the hands"; but he was yet in no posi-

tion to unify them from a higher point of view. 

AS may be noted in various studies in the history of statistics since the middle of the 

19th century, the relationship between Graunt's quantitative observations of social phenomena 

and Petty's Political Arithmetic, or the former's development into the latter, has generally 

been interpreted as an advance of vital statistics into economic statistics. Such may be the 

case if we consider superficial characteristics like quantitative observation of socio-economic 

phenomena; but our study of the whole contents of his observations has clearly revealed 

that Graunt made a longer step than a mere inquiry into vital statistics, and this becomes 

all the more evident if we consider his achievements as a forerunner of Petty's Political 

Arithmetic. 

Pett)fs Political Arithmetic, featured by the quantitative observation and the quantifying 

of all the aspects of human socio-economic activities, was neither like the economic statistics 

~1'hich observe and tabulate various phenomena of capitalist society and clarify mathematically 

the quantitative relations among these phenomena isolated from the essential features of 

capitalist society nor like tlle econometrics which employs only the mathematical techniques. 

In terms of mathematica] technique, it was a simple arithmetic. Having not a felv contra-

dictions and shortcomings as an economic theory, it was an analytical science for the 

capitalist society in its infancy. This was only natural if we take into account that the 

Political Arithmetic was founded upon the socio-economic ideas characterizing the turbulent 

era of the Puritan Revolution in England, that its subject of study was "the true state of 

the People, Land, Stock. Trade, &c."32 or wealth and resources thereof, that the main 
method of study it adopted was that of quantitative observations by means of parallels be-

tween the Body Natural and the Body Politic embodied in Bacon's Natural Philosophy and 

the analysi:s~ and reasoning based upon these observations, and that it ¥vas initiated and es-

31 Obsel~'ations. The conclusion. 

32 ~¥r. petty, Po!itical A1-ith,netick. London, 1690. p. 11/ 
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tablished as a science mainly on the basis of the labour theory of value.33 Therefore, it 

may safely be said that the scientific development from Graunt to Petty was a qualitative 

jump. If this was the case, the question presents itself: How was such a notelvorthy pro-

gress accomplished and what course did it take? 

To answer this question, we must first of all inquire into how Petty himself formed his 

economic theories. If this is to be studied in connection with Graunt's Observations, we 

cannot but recall the similarity between Graunt's "land and hands" survey in "The Conclu 

sion", referred to earlier, and the land survey proposed by Petty in Chapter V of A Trea-

tise of Taxes ~c~~P Contl-ibutions (published in the same year as Graunt's work wa~~). The 

similarity is such that the well-known "parallel passages" are one of the most controversial 

points in the authorship dispute. If not only the word-by-word similarity but social environ-

ments in which these two classical works were born are carefully studied, it will become 

clear that their resemblances originated in the final analysis from the problem of land-

ownership, or one of the most ticklish issues confronting England and its ne~vly-acquired 

"plantation", Ireland, in the days of the Commonwealth, and that they were closely related 

to Petty s soclal practice ( Down Survey") which played a key role for the Cromwellian 

Settlement of lreland. The ultimate aim of the Down Survey carried out by the Common 

wealth Government under the able supervrsron of Petty was none other than the measure-

ment of all the lands confiscated from the "Irish rebels", and it was cadastral as well as 

topographical in nature. It was also intended for proper valuation of the confiscated lands 

(fixing of land prices) and fair distribution of these lands among the English Protestants. 

Not only that, Petty initiated a population census in lreland.34 It is not too much to say 

that these activities as a whole were the fust scientific survey of the "intrinsick and ex-

tnnsrck" ~ alues of the "land and hands" m the world h story.35 This problem was theo-

retically analyzed and clarified in Chapters IV-V of the Taxes by Petty (particularly his 

theories on land price and rent, or the theory of surplus value, and "natural prlce", or 

value) who stuck to the above-mentioned socio-economic ideas then prevailing and attempted 

to "enlarge"36 Bacon's methods to the study of the Body Politic. On the other hand, the 

same issue was tackled from the standpoint of administrative technique in "The Conclusion" 

of the Obsel~vations and in Chapter V of the Taxes.37 

33 It may be in this very sense that K. Marx interpreted Petty's Po]itical Arithmetic as "die erste 

Form, worin die politische Oekonomie sich als selbstandige Wissenschaft abscheidet". K. Marx. Zu" 
K1-itik de" polt'tische'l Oekonomie. Berlin, 1951. p. 50. Concerning salient features of Petty's Political 

Arithmetic, refer to the writer's paper "For appreciation of Political Arithmetic" (THF_. ECO_~'~O,.,~irlC 

REVIETV, Vol. 12, No. l. January 1961). 
34 Cf. S. Pender, /1 ccnsus of lrela'id, circa 1659, with supple'nenta'y "'ate'~ial j)-o'n tllc Poll ll'loney 

O,-di7lallces (1660-1661). Dublin, 1939. p. i-ii. 

35 To say the least, this is true in so far as the history of land survey and cartography is- concerned. 

Y.Ivl. Goblet, La t,~ansfon'tation de la g~ographie politique de l'lrlande au -¥'VIle sie'cle dans cartes et 

essais alrthropogiog,-aphiques de Szr Willia'n Petty- ~- vols. Paris, 1930. Vol. II. p. 346-347. R,1V~. Tooley, 

.~faps and Inap-,;'akers. London, 195_~. p. 93. E. Lynam. British maps and ,nap-,nakers. London, 1947. 

p. 33. 

36 W. Petty, Rcflections upon so'ne persons a'id things in lreland. Dublin, 1790 p. 7. 

3T Refer to the writer's paper, "Origin and significance of Political Arithmetic" (7HE A1¥,~NALS OF 

THE HHOTSUB/lSHI ACADEMY, Vol. 6, No. 1. October 1955). In 1640's or during the Civ[1 W~ar, 
Petty was an anatomist and mechanical inventor (natural philosopher), and as such he said, "Labor is 

the simple motions of men in order to comodityes, [for] so many houres as hee is naturally abie to en-
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Petty"s labour theory of value has of course several contradictlons: for instance, the 

value of a commodity is duly measured by the amount of labour employed for its produc-

tion, 11'hich in other places it is attributed to "land and labour". Even in the latter case. 

however. Petty tried hard to find out the "natural Par between land and labour", or social 

homogeneity between them. In this manner be rt noted the Doppelnatur" of Graunt's '' 

"natural and political observations" was dissolved, and the double ideas, "land and hands", 

were elevated to a unitary economic standpoint.38 As a matter of fact, his main methods 

for such theoretical formulation were the Baconian analogy between the Body Natural and 

the Body Politic, the quantitative observations made by Graunt, and the analysis and reason-

ing based upon them; and the quantification in his Political Arithmetic was one of the most 

useful tools for reasoning for the formation of theory, i,e. scientific abstraction or "Algo-

rithme of Algebra'>,g9 as he later called it. It was, needless to say, by means of this method 

that Graunt's quantitative regularities were gradually developed into Petty's social qualitative 

laws . 

In both Graunt's Observations and Petty's Political Arithmetic, there still remam many 

dure the same". (The Pett_v Papers. London, 1927. Vo]. I, p. 211.) Such physiological and mechanical 
concept of labour gradually developed in his thinking into an economic idea through the practices of 

the Down Survey in particular and through the observation, analysis and "ratiocination" of the newly-

born social relations during the Civil Revolution in general. In his Studies in the labottl- theory of 

value (London, 1956), Dr. R.L. Meek attributes the formation of this theory in the 17th century to the 

division of labour, and he refers to Petty's economic writings after the Restoration. (Ibid., p. 37, 39.) 

It must be noted, however, that Petty discussed the division of labour much earlier than the Restoration 

or when he defined labour as "the simple motions of men" not from the economic but from "me-
chanical" point of view. 

38 G. King, a contemporary of Graunt and Petty, also published the 1¥Tatural and Political Obse'~'a-

tions upon the State and Co'tdition of England (1696), or more than three decades later than Graunt's 
work. But his "natural and political observations" were cofined to the land ares, prices of land and 

commodity, population by "ranks, degrees, titles and qualifications", etc. There can be no doubt that 
King':'~ "Scheme" still c]aims historical significance, but it has no unitary idea, unlike Petty's whole 

theoretical structure, from the socio-economic point of view. 
39 In a letter addressed to Southwell (dated 3 November, 1687), about six weeks before Petty's death. 

he wrote : 

"You have asked me once or twice what Algebra was. I answered that it was a kind of Logick, and 
a more refined way of reason upon common and easy principles, by adding and substracting not onely 
numbers but the several species of things. Also I might have added that the art of adding, substract-

ing, multiplying and dividing of species, with their rootes, powers and proportions, is called the Algo-

rithme of _Algebra......" 

"It [a]gebra] came out of Arabia by the Moores into Spaine and from thence hither, and W[illiamj 
P[etty] hath applyed it to other then purely mathematical matters, viz: to policy by the name of Po-

liticall _4rhh,,,itl'ck, by reducing many termes of matter to termes of number, weight, and measure, in 

order to be handled Mathematically". (The Petty-Southwell Correspolidence. London, 1928. p. 318, 322.) 

At firs~t glance, this appears to be a pioneering idea underlying the symbolic logic vigorously ex-

panded since the latter half of the 19th century. As may be noted in the foregoing, however, there 
can be no doubt that Petty's "Algorithme of Algebra", which "he might (and perhaps should) have 
called Po]itical 'Algebra"' (Marquis of Landsdowne, The Petty Papers. Vol. II, p. 4), widely differs in 

nature from the symbo]ic loglc. As was properly stated by Mr. E. Strauss, Petty's "conception of 
mathematics v"as, therefore, that of a tool of mental analysis". (E. Stauss, cp. cit., p. 184.) It was by 

means af this method that he grasped the concept of the "social average" 
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things to be d]scussed more fully 4Q but the above discusslon may suffice to suggest that the 

Observations can c]aim to be more than a pioneering work of modern statistics. Interpret-

ing the whole contents of Novum Organum I, Professor B. Farrington writes: "It may 
safely be said that the modern development of the social sciences has proceeded on Baconian 

lines".41 A typical course of such progress is really seen in the whole contents of the 

Observations as well. Considered in connection with Petty's achievements, Graunt's work 

undoubtedly paved the way for social sciences, the Political Arithmetic in particular as an 

anatomy for capitalist society in its infancy, and it may well be said to have been created 

jointly by Graunt and Petty. In a word, both the Observations and the Taxes which enun-

ciated the labour theory of value for the first time in history were born from Civil Revolu-

tion in England. It is not at all accidental that this year falls on the 300th anniversary of 

both of these publications simultaneous with the founding of the Roval Society. 

40 Of special importance is the comparison between Graunt-Petty's Political Arithmetic and Conring's 

Staatenkunde. Mr. R. Zehrfeld's monograph is highly suggestive in this connection. Cf. R. Zehrfeld, 

Hermann Conrings (1606-1681) Stautenkunde. Ihre Bedeutung fur die Geschichte der Statistik unter 
besonderer Beracksichtigung der Conringschen Bevdlkerungslehre. Berlin und Leipzig, 1926. p. 62-64. 

41 B. Farrington, Francis Bacon, philosopher of industrial science. London, 1951. p. 113. 




